
Play Your
Way to
Reading

Enjoy these sample play-based literacy activities from
Play Your Way to Reading from Silo & Sage



Read and Pop

Letters

permanent marker
mailer/packaging bubble wrap
(with larger bubbles)
sharpened pencil for popping
(optional)

What you need:

Write letters on each
mailer bubble. Have your
child say the letter or
letter sound as they pop
the bubble (by jumping on
or squeezing it). 

Words

Write words on each
mailer bubble. Have your
child say the word as
they pop the bubble (by
jumping on or squeezing
it).

If you have a mailer with
smaller bubbles, write
one letter (or letter
blend) per bubble. Have
your child say the sounds
as they pop the bubbles
with a pencil.siloandsage.com



Alphabet Chute 

Take toilet paper or paper towel
cardboard tubes and tape them to
the wall with painter's tape.

You can also attach adhesive
magnets to the tubes, and then put
them on your refrigerator (this
makes them a more reusable
activity than using tape).

Tape or write letters onto the front
of the tubes. You could also use
letter stickers.

Have your child read the letter, say the
sound, and then drop a marble down
the tube!

If you have babies in your house and
don't want to use marbles, try a small
cereal like Cheerios or craft pom poms
instead.

 
Can your child combine a few tubes to
make a word? siloandsage.com

toilet paper or paper
towel cardboard
tubes
painters tape or
adhesive magnets
marker, printed
letters, or letter
stickers

What you need:



Letter Recognition

Give your child a specific letter to find throughout the magazine. You could
have them pick a letter card to choose their own letter. Have them cut or rip
out letters they recognize and glue them to the paper. 

Letter Sounds

Have your child cut out a letter and pictures of objects that start with that
letter (ex: cut out the letter C, then pictures of carrots, cucumbers, etc.) like
shown in the photo above. If they can label the pictures (even if they use
phonetic spelling), have them do it.

Word Search

Pick a word (your child could choose a word card) and search for it in a
magazine or newspaper. They can cut the words out and glue them onto the
paper.

Making Words

Have your child rip or cut out letters to make familiar words and glue onto the
paper. Use the word cards if they need to look at the word while they build it.
Have them draw pictures along with their words!

 
Building Sentences

Once your child is able to recognize words, have them cut out words they
know to build sentences; glue onto the paper. They could also use pictures in
place of words that are tricky or they can't find.

In the Newspaper 

child-friendly pages
of newspapers or
magazines
scissors
blank paper
glue or tape
optional: letter or
word cards

What you need:

siloandsage.com



I hope that this is a great resource for you and your family!
If you post any photos of your family using the activities, please tag me

@siloandsage and use the hashtag #siloandsageshop.
 
 

If you want more play-based literacy activities just like this, purchase Play
Your Way to Reading at siloandsage.com/reading
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